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Summerof

Giants

Photographers Jane Morgan and SCUBA stalwart
Charles Hood share their pictures of some extraordinary
encounters with the gentle giants of Britain’s seas, and
Jane tells the tale of her first meeting with some more
unusual members of the shark family

“

ow, is this the Penzance version of the
sardine run?” somebody shouted as our
skipper Charles Hood navigated the RIB
through a pod of excited dolphins. Just
below the surface we could see a large
shoal of sardines. They were being
chased by a pod of more than a hundred common
dolphins as well as being picked off from above by a
very noisy flight of various seabirds. Some days at sea
just turn out to be magical and we were very lucky to
have experienced several quite exceptional days at the
end of last summer.
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Grand day out
As we slipped out of Penzance harbour, the sun was
shining and there was barely a whisper of wind. That
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has to be the bonus of living by the sea, as soon as
conditions are right you can take full advantage of
them. We were less than a minute out of the harbour
when somebody spotted some grey seals basking on
the rocks, warming up in the sunshine and it was only
minutes after that we found ourselves in the middle of
the sardines. A couple of snorkellers dropped into the
water and were amazed to find the dolphins flying
past them in hot pursuit of their lunch. We
accompanied the dolphins for about half an hour until
they headed out through a large swell into open sea.
Although it was incredibly late in the season, we
were looking to see if there were any basking sharks
still around so we headed towards one of our
favourite spots just off Sennen Cove. As luck would
have it we spotted several that day. Seeing their
g
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VAbove: A basking
shark swims through
plankton rich waters off
Cornwall in early summer
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g large dorsal fins slicing through the inky water is
something that I’ll never tire of, and to think that one
of the biggest fish in the world is just on our doorstep.
After a very full day we headed back into port, but
the wildlife encounters were not over yet. We spotted
three sunfish (Mola mola) on the way home, their
crazy oversized fins wobbling about as they basked on
the surface. What a day.
Due to the influence of the Gulf
Stream, Cornwall has the mildest
climate in the UK and the only
subtropical one. However its southwesterly position brings very
changeable weather and the peninsula
can be prone to extremes. The nutrient
rich currents are responsible for an
incredible array of marine life, from tiny
but beautiful jewel anemones to huge
basking sharks. However, this summer
we were in for a great surprise
encounter with a different kind of shark.

slim bodies and huge dark eyes. Their backs are a
beautiful, rich blue and they can grow up to 3.6
metres long. They are incredibly elegant to watch in
the water, moving smoothly like dancers.
I knew there were blue sharks off our coastline, but
I’d never been lucky enough to see one. Well until g

SBelow: Despite the
poor weather, last
season was marked by
some spectacular
encounters with
dolphins in England
and Scotland

Bring on the blues
Blue sharks (Prionace glauca) are an
oceanic species that migrate thousands
of miles through temperate and tropical
seas. They are requiem sharks and so give
birth to live young, incredibly sometimes
up to 100 pups in one litter. They are
definitely one of the prettier sharks with
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W At this dramatic angle, the basking
shark’s gill rakers are visible as it filters
copepods from the water
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TBelow: Initially shy, this blue
shark eventually got used to
snorkellers in the water
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UBelow: Ocean
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sunfish or mola mola
are wary of divers and
difficult to approach in
UK waters
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g September 6 last year, that is. Charles had been
chatting to a local angler who said that they very
regularly saw blue sharks. We were offered some
incredibly smelly bait to have a go at enticing some in
close enough to photograph. The bait is a mush of
about a week old dead mackerel and bran, probably
the most revolting concoction you will ever sniff.
So with a couple of fishing rods, smelly bait and
packed lunch, off we went. We didn’t go very far,
about three miles straight out from Penzance harbour.
A scoop of the stinky bait was put into a bag and
tied off the side of the RIB, so that as the boat rocked,
the bag hit the water and began to form a nice oily
slick on the surface. Then we waited… and we
waited. Charlie and Pedro started fishing for mackerel
as we had been told that the sound of fishing also
interests the sharks. It was a full two hours later, as
I was lazing dreamily in the sunshine, that I eventually
spotted a dorsal fin slicing through the surface close
to our marker buoy. I think my initial reaction was to
scream incredibly loudly and excitedly “shark...Shark...
SHARK”…
The excitement on the boat was palpable as fishing
rods were discarded for cameras. Both I and Charles
had rigged up some home-made pole cams made by
fixing a camera to a window cleaning pole with a
float for buoyancy and stability. It was a case of
g
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g dipping the camera into the water, pulling the
length of string that was attached to the shutter
wildly and hoping for the best.
Pedro donned his drysuit and lowered himself
quietly into the water but the sharks were a little shy
and soon disappeared. However another two pairs
were to turn up that day and the third pair were the
players. They appeared to be really confident and
happy to hang around the boat. This time both Pedro
and I popped into the water and to our delight the
sharks were completely undeterred. In fact they were
incredibly inquisitive, swimming right up to our
cameras, maybe they could see their own reflections in
the dome ports, it was certainly exciting stuff.
By the end of the day we had drifted all the way to
Land’s End and with sunset looming decided that it
was time to call it a day.
I love diving all over the world, but there is
something particularly special about having such
wonderful experiences on your own doorstep. Some
of the best shark encounters that I’ve ever experienced
have been only a couple of miles from home. This one
was very special to me, and proof that we
undoubtedly have world-class diving and marine life
right here in the UK.
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WThe blue shark
derives its common
name from the
iridescent blue of its
skin, captured here by
our award-winning
photographers
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